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1.0 Introduction 

In this paper, I argue against the widespread claim made in the de-.cripti\l: 
literature on Amharic morphosyntax, (Bcnder and Ilailll. 197X: Be)enc. 1(>72. 
Cohen, 1970' Dawkins 1960; Hartmann, 1980; KapelillJ... 19RR: I.e-.lall. 199.'. 
among others) that Amharic verb roots consist of consonantal radicals ranglllg 
from one to six. I show that all verbal roots have uniforml) three radical. in 
their underlying representation and that variations in the numoer of such 
radicals in surface form is a result of extensions and lor reduction ' of one or 
more of the three radicals. I also argue against the proliferation of affixc. for the 
expression of what is known as the 'expressive' function of verbs (Bender and 
Hailu 1978; Leslau, 1995). In this regard, I show that there are only three 
prefixes /a-/ las-/ and /Ui-I forming Amharic verb stem and that the effect of 
these is on the argument structures of the sterns and not on their 'expressive' 
functions as such. The latter function i a result of the process of radical 
extension of roots, and not affixation of stems. 

The paper is organised in three sections. In section 1.1, I make a survey of the 
background literature on the issue, and rai e a number of que tions of adequac) 

IA verSIOn of this paper was presented at the tenth annual conlerence (lfthe Institute of Languag.e Studlc~ . 
Addis Ababa University. 1998 I am grateful to the paniclpants for thclr instructive CIlmments and 
suggestions but speCial mention should be made to Moge Y IglVU \\ ho read an earlier verSion and milde a 
number of suggestions. I abo like to thank an anonymous assessor for bringing some pomts of detail III m~ 
attention, and for suggesting a change m the major claim of the paper I have madc a number Ill' CllrreCtl<lns 
without changmg the claim I might regret II later but lor no\\ I lind no reason good enoug.h tll I"rc:e me dll 
so Remamlllg errors arc all mille . 
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in connection with the treatment of certain facts of tem derivations, in 1.2. In 
1.3, I show the processes of various types of verbal and non-verbal derivations 
in tight of the claim made above about roots, their exten ions and reductions, 
and finally, I wind up the discussion with the highlights of the whole paper in 
1.4. 

1.1. The background 

Amharic verb roots are known to be of mono-, bi-, trio, quadri- quinqui- and 
sexi-radicals, (see Bender and Hailu, 1978; 8eyene, 1972; among others). The 
detennining factor for this is the number of consonants verbal stems show-up in 
their surface fonns. The following are illustrative examples of each type2

• 

mono-radical: ~a 'desire' 
bi-radical: tiiw- 'leave' 
tri-radical: sllbr- 'break' 
quadri-radical: glllhlt'- 'turn over' 

quinquiradical: -~k'!lnlU't'tr- 'throwaway violently' 

Such fonns are believed to be derived from their corresponding consonantal 
roots shown below with the aspectual vowel /aJ and the epenthetic It I inserted, 
the latter required to breaK impennissible clusters of consonants. 

§-

t-w-
s-b-r
g-I-bb-t'
-§-k' -n-t't' -r-

21 have not been able to find genuine, that is simple, sexi-radical forms. There are reduplicated 
forms like /-n-k-r-b-b-t! 'hit one and all', which 1 argue are derivatives of /k-r-b-t!, which is 
'itselfreducible to /k-b-t!. 
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Non-verbal stems can also be derived from the same root types by infixing 
different vocalic elements, and by suffixing variolls dcrivlltil)lllll morphemes. 
For example, the participle Isabar-a! 'broken', and the process IWl1linal Isablir-a! 
'breaking', or the resultative Istbbtr-at! 'breakage', are all derived from the ame 
root Is-b-rl with infixing vowels fonning the bound stems, Isabar-I, Isabar-I and 
Istbbfr-I.) To these are attached the suffixes I-a! and I-at! to derive the 
respective full fonns. 

Quinqui-radical verbal stems like I-~k'linlt't'lir-I cannot stand without a 
preceding la-lor Itli-I with which they fonn their corresponding transitive, and 
passive/reflexive stems, respectively. With these prefixes attached, bound 
stems like I-~k'linat't'lir-I assume the surface fonns la-~k'anat't'lir-I 'threw 
away violently' and Itli-~k'linat't'lir-I 'got moved/thrown away violently eft 

suddenly'. ,GM 

lUq 

The use of such prefixes is not limited to bound quinqui-radical stei'uq 
however, since there are also other fonns, including tri-radical ones, to whic~ 9 

applies: 

Roots stems a(s)-stems ta-stems ijJG 

ruq' 
l-k' -s- -lak'k'l!s- a-lak'k'!is- Ui-lak'k'!is-
'mourn/cry' 'cried/mourned' 'be mourned' 
g-n-z-b- -glinlizzlib- as-glinlizzlib- Ui-glinlizzlib-
'remind' 'reminded' 'be reminded' 

What makes quinqui-radicals peculiar is that their stems are always bound and, 
hence, require the support of the prefix la-lor 1(;1-1 as shown above, which is the 

3 The stem Istbbtrl is phonologically derived with the insertion of the epenthetic vowel [t). 
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exception rather than the rule with other types of stems. The following is a 
partial list of such bound forms: 

stems a-stems tJi-stems 
-ngabllggllb- a-ngllbaggllb- tll ngllbllggllb-
'painful' 'became painful' 'got stingy/miserly' 
-nk'llt'l!k'k'llt' a-nk'llt'llk'k'llt' - tll-nk'llt'l!k'k'llt' -
'shake' 'caused to shake' 'got shaken' 
-nblirllkkl!k- a-nbllrllkkllk- tll-nbllrllkkllk -
'kneel down' 'caused to kneel down' 'got to one's keens' 
-nt' llfttt't' Iif- a-nt'llfttt't'llf- tll-nt' afttt't' lif-
drain' 'squeezed out to the last drop' 'squeezed out to the last' 

tion to /a-I and ltii-I, there are also lan-I, ltan-/, lUiS-I and /-n! recognised 
works of Amharic verbal morphology, (Bender and Hailu, 1978; Cohen, 
)awkins, 1960; Hartmann, 1980; Leslau, 1995) as exponents of a 
ne called expressive. Although the meaning of the term 'expressive' 
110t made clear in all such works, it seems to be akin to the manner in 
1 action or event designated by a verb is carried out or comes into 
which case, it is an expression of the adverbial function of manner. 

. rJ.~ that Bender and Hailu (1978) cite as illustrative examples in which 
JOoU IWlxes are believed to occur include the following: 

Basic stems derived stems 

-~W~k- an-~W~ok_4 tlln-~oka§§ok-

'whisper' 'whispered' 'whispered to one another'. 
-k'IIt'l!k'k'1lt' - an-k'at'l!k'k'at'- tllnk'at'ak'k'llt'-
'shake' 'caused to shake' 'trembled with fear' 
-§k'lldaddllrn- ~k'adaddllrn- Wk'adaddllm-
'race' 'caused to race' 'raced each other' 

4 The morpheme boundaries in this table are as shown in the references cited. 
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-k'I1IlU<'k'l1l- ank'I1IlU<'k'al- tlink'all1k'k'lil-
'burn strongly' 'caused to burn fiercely' 'burnt strongly' 

1.2 The Problem 

Glancing down the above list, one gets SUSpICIOUS of the claim that the 
elements that appear as prefixes are really morphemes. One reason for this is 
their distribution, which is restricted to only quadri-radical stems; no other 
verbal affix in the language has distributional restrictions conditioned by the 
number of radicals in a stem. For example, the affixes la-I and lti1-1 can occur 
with any activeleventive stems of any number of radicals to render the meaning 
transitivelcausative and passivelreflexivel, respectively, as can be observed 
from the following paradigm: 

Roots a-stems til-stems 
f-I a-fall- ti1-fall-
'boil' 'boiled' 'got boiled ' 
I-b-s- a-Uibbas- ti1-labbas-
'dress' 'dress s.o' 'got dressed' 
-m-I-kk-t- a-maliikkat - ti1-maliikkat -
'indicate' 'pointed out' 'got pointed out' 
-t' -m-n-mm-n- a-t'manamman- ti1-t'manamman-
'perturb' · 'perturbed' 'got perturbed' 

All such forms would be ill formed if they were to occur with either lan-I, 135-1 
or 1t1i§-I. 

A second reason is the fact that the nominal counterparts of such stems to 
which the claimed affixes are attached show the very same sounds I-n-I, I-~- I, 
of ltan- t1i§- - an- as-I. Some such forms include the following: 
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perfec~ve verb stems 

tlin-k'asak'k'lis
tlin-t'lillit't'lil
tlin-klibakklib
tM-k' adaddlim-

'get moved' 
'suspended' 
'took care of' 
'race each other' 

nominal forms 

+nk'+s+k'k'as-e 
+nt'+lt+1 
tnk+b+kkab-e 
tsk'tdtdtm 

'movement' 
'hangtng' 
'care' 
'racing' 

It is clear from these facts that the same sounds In! and lsi found in final 
positions of what are claimed to be prefixes do also appear as part of the 
stems in the nominal counterparts preceded by the prothetic vowel It/, as the 
language does not allow word-initial clusters of consonants. This suggests 
that these sounds were part of the verbal stems, and not of the affixes, in the 
first place. The latter are simply Itli-I and la(s)-I as has already been pointed 
out. 

A further point of contention is Leslau's (1995:486) claim that the distribution 
of such affixes as ItM-I and laS-I is restricted to a subset of quadri-radical stems 
like those below, which begin with velars. 

aSk' ll.nliddlif~ 
'cause to be haughty in gait and in dress' 

aSgW abbat'-
'bend, bow' 
aSklifalddif-

'cause to look nice or smart' 

task'linliddlir-
'be decked in ornaments' 
tliSgWabbat'-
'get bend or bow' 
tMklifiikklif-
'~et nice or smart' 

Leaving aside the fact that there are counter-examples of non-velar initial stems 
like, 

aSmonlimmon
aSmlidlimmlid-

'beautified' tli-smonlimmon 'get beautified' 
'incapacitated' tMmlidlimmlid- 'be incapacitated' 
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~blillibbtU

~fadliffiid-
'beguiled' 
'made sexy' 

ta§blillibblil
tMfadliff'ad-

'get beguiled' 
'got sexy', 

the fonnal (phonetic) and distributional similarities that la§-/and lta§-I show 
with la-I and Ita-I, makes it intuitively implausible to treat them, that is, I~-I and 
ItM-I, as independent morphemes or even as exponents of la-I and Ita-I, 
respectively. Furthennore, as in the previous examples of verbal stems in which 
we saw the I-n-I of ltan-I or the m of I~-I occurring as part of the corresponding 
nominal stems, we also have the same situation in the deverbal counterparts of 
the same stems as shown below: 

verbals stems deverbals 
~monlimmon- 'beautified' §+munmun 'beautified/decorated' 

~mlidlimmlid- 'incapacitated' §+mfdmfd 'incapacitated' 

~blUlibblil- 'beguiled' §tbtlbtl 'beguiled' 

~fadliffiid- 'made sexy' §tftdftdl§afada 'sexy' 

It is observable that the· deverbals begin with the same sound ro of the verbals, 
which makes the argument that this sound, like those others we have seen 
before, is not part of the affix, but of the verbal stem strong. The affix in the 
verbal stems is only la-I and its function is to derive transitive fonns from bound 
stems like I-§monlimmon-I, itself derived by reduplicating the radical of the 
basic root I-m-n-m-t in a manner to be explained later. 

A final point of concern relates to the assimilatory process that takes place 
between the It! of the passivelreflexive prefix Ita-land the initial radical of 
jussive passive stems like the following: 

Roots 
-n-b-b

k'-m-s-

jussive passive 
yt-t-nliblib- [ytnnliblib-] 

yt-t-k'limas- [ytk ' k' limas-] 

gloss 
'let it be read' 

'let it be tasted' 
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g-r-f- yt-t-garaf- [ytggara f-] 'let it be puni hed' 

In all such forms, the passive morpheme It-I fully assimilates to the stem initial 
consonants In/, /k'i and Ig/, yielding the forms shown in brackets. Exception to 
this general rule is the exponent, Itan-I, of the so called expressive morpheme 
since it does not lead to any kind of assimilation as can be seen from the 
following examples: 

extended roots jussive passive stems gloss 
k'-t'-k'-t'- yt-Uln-k 'llt'k 'llt'- [ytnk'llrk'lll'-] 'let it shake' 
I ' -b-t' -b- yt-t1ln-t'llbt'llb- [ytnt'llbl 'llb-) 'let it drip' 
'k'-r-f-f- yt-llln- k'llrfaf- [ytnk 'lirflif-] 'leI il be sluggish' 

The phonetic transcriptions show that neither the It-I nor the I-n-I of Itan-I 
assimilates to the stem initial consonant. Leslau (1995 :4S5ft) says that in such 
forms the It! of Itan-I just disappears without bringing about the expected 
assimilation of Inl to the root initial consonant. The question that arises from 
this is why should Inl assimilate? If at all assimilation takes place. it is between 
the passive marker It-I and the initiaJ radical of the stem to \\hich it is attached . 
I tan-I is an exponent of an expressive. and not of a passi\'e, morpheme. 

One could, of course. argue here that thc expressi\'e affix, unlike the passive 
one, does not lead to any as imilation. But such an argument \\ould hold if 
only there were such 'exprcs. ivc' atlixcs in the language in the first place. In 
fact, one would argue that the reaSl)n ti.)!' the absence of the assimilati0n is that 
the sound Inl of Itan-I is part 1)1' the e:-.tended stem. and not of the anix ta- '. As 
will be shown in the folllH\ in!,! section. assimilation is possible bet\\een the 
passive marker I t-I and the initial CI)nSl1nant of the basic. and not of the 
extended, root. Sincc the passivc/retle:-.i\ e It-I is attached Il) the extended stem 
which begins with In/. thc assimilatory process irl\'ol\'in!,! it (It-I) and the initial 
consonant of the basic mot is blocked by In/. In other \\ ords. there is a kind of 
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adjacency requirement between the passive marker and the initial consonant of 
the basic root for the assimilation to take place. That this is so gets support 
from the fact that the stems where as imilation of the passi e It-I fails to 
operate are all quinqui-radicals formed with an extra radical inserted into the 
initial position of the basic root to extend it. This newly inserted radical blocks 
the adjacency relations between the passive morpheme and the initial radical of 
the basic root. It is in all such extended forms that the passive marker simply 
disappears. In short, the passive marker has either to assimilate or delete. It 
deletes in quinqui-radicals and assimilates in all other forms. This may be clear 
from a closer examination of the whole paradigm of stem formation in the 
language, which is the subject of the next section. 

1.3 Stem Formation 

I this section, I argue against the proliferation of affixes of the type cited it! the 
preceding section pursuing the same claim that there are only the three prefixes 
la-I, las-I and ltii-I in the verb morphology of the language showing a number 
of morphosyntactic functions like (in)transitivization (Abraham, 1964; 
I-!udson, 1978) and passivization Ireflexivization, both having effect on the 
argument structures of the predicates. In order to substantiate this, I make a 
further claim, as stated in the introduction, that Amharic verbal roots consist of 
only three radicals. All surface verbal forms showing more or less than three 
radicals are derivatives of these. The derivational process involves insertion of 
new radicals andlor extension of existing ones for those which show more, and 
reduction of existing radicals for those which show less than three radicals in 
surface forms. 

1.3.1 Reductions 

It is well known in (Ethio-)Semitic morphology that verb stems are derived 
from discontinuous consonantal roots with the inffixation of what is called the 
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- latic or aspectual vowel ltil (Bender and Hai lu. 1978: Petros. 19(7) lind 
the affixation of certain formatives. In connection with intlixation. nil 

iCe verb stems showing vowels other than It! I. are derivatives or r(,)ots 
h have undergone the processes of radical reductions and. to a certain 
It, extensions, while all those with more than three radicals are derivatives 

ijJGA G})()ts that have undergone radical extensions only. What are called 
III ijJ~~ssive morphemes, are reducible to this specific process of radical 
ijJG llJ1,ion. Concretely, expressivity is an extension of the meaning of basic tri
O\.l\GLII roots in terms of manner or degree of intensity or iteractivity of actions 
of verbs, a function which is essentially adverbial. This is also expected since 
the language has a very impoverished set of lexical adverbs (Getahun, 1995). 
In this connection, such derived forms can be treated as adverbial verbs, since 
they express both the action and the manner in which it comes into effect. 

It is also well known in Amh.aric. morphology that the reduction proce~s is 
restricted to consonantal radicals of laryngeals and glides. The former are 
sometimes known as gutturals or weak radicals (Dawkins, 1960) and that they 
disappear from surface forms of only verbal stems, since they show up in the 
sllrface forms of their corresponding nominals. Consider the following 
examples: 

Roots verbals deverbals gloss 
f-r-h ' fan-a ftrh-at 'fear' 
s-y-t' ~at'a ~tyyac' 'sale' 
k'-w'-m k,woma k'twwame 'opposition' 
l-?-k laka It?uk 'delegation' 

As can be observed, the radicals lh,y,w,?I, which are missing in the verbal 
sterns, are present in their deverbal counterparts. 
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Two other radicals which marginally belong to the same set of weak radicals, 
and which have not been treated well in the literature so .far, are Irl and /b/. 
These are not laryngeals, but they disappear from the verbal forms layy-I 'saw' 
and lal-I 'said', derived from the tri-radical roots! r-?-yl and /b-h-I/, respectively. 
Like in the earlier examples, the two radicals also show up Vt the surface forms 
of the corresponding nominals, Ir+?yotl or Ira?tyl 'vision' for layy-I 'saw', and 
Ibthill "saying' or /bahtl 'culture' for lal-I 'said', (see details in Baye (1999)). The 
whole set of weak radicals which is subject to the process of reduction, 
therefore, includes the six sounds: [w, y, h, ?, band rl. It is in verbal stems that 
any of these sounds could be missing and it is also in such contexts that we find 
a thematic/aspectual vowel other than la I, the change of the vowel triggered by 
the loss of the radicals. 

1.3.2 Extensions 

In connection with the process of root extension, there are both internal and 
external aspects to consider. 

1.3.2.1 Internal extensions 

(a) Gemination 

This is a process of stem formation that involves gemination, which I consider 
to be a kind of extension of anyone or two of the radicals in a root. Typical 
examples are what are called attenuative and intensive stems. which are derived 
with the gemination of the ultimate. and both the ultimate and the penult 
radicals. respectively, in the manner shown below: . 

~ Exception tho this are what arc culled typc C vcrhs. which show the vowel 181 without any 
loss of radical. The vowel is considered liS thc long c\luntcrpllrt of/iii (Lowenstanlm. 1991). 
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Roots intensives gloss attenuatives gloss 
S-IH- stbbtrr- 'break harshly' slibl!rr- 'break gently/slowly' 
w-s-d- w+sstdd- 'snatch' wlisadd- 'take gently' 
k-f-t- kHfttt- 'open violently' kllflltt- 'open gently/slowlY 

As can be observed the attenuative geminates (extends) only the ultimate 
whereas the intensive extends both the ultimate and the penult radicals of the 
root, and that the vowels inserted in each type are also different. The gemination 
in the intensive stems creates a context for the insertion of the epenthetic vowel 
It/. The stems are also bound and they need to combine with the auxiliary verb 
lal-I to form compound forms like Iktffttt alai 'it opened suddenly' or lkafatt alai 
'it opened gently/s lightly'. The adverbial qualification on the general meaning of 
the stem comes from the pattern that the consonantal root and the infixing 
vocalic elements form . This pattern is not, however, that of any of the three 
verbal stems of the language, perfective, imperfective and jussive, which have 
the pattern lcaccac-/, Icacc-I and Iccac-/, respectively. In short, forms ' like 
Iktffitt-I or Ikafatt-/ are not verbal and hence need the support of a verbal 
element to express such verbal features as tense and aspect and I).ominal features 
like person, number and gender. In other words, lal-I 'said' is used with such 
bound forms to carry the features of tense and agreement. In short, the adverbial 
meaning of the compound comes from the forms of the stems / ktffitt-/ and I 
kafatt-/ and the functional features from the auxiliary lal-I. 

The fact that the ultimate and/or the penult radical geminates to express such 
adverbial notions like degree of intensity or iterativity of actions may lead to a 
similar question of whether the same process also applies to initial radicals for 
the expression of the same or different adverbial functions. If a non-initial 
radical undergoes the process, a plausible assumption to make would be to say 
that initial radicals do also extend (geminate), though not necessarily for the 
same adverbial functions. For this, it would be instructive to examine the 
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internal structures of forms traditionally known as addaragi, (adjutative) 
«Marst?e-Hazan 1948) of which the following are examples. 

Roots 

g-d-I
s-b-r
d-r-s-

adjutative (addaragi) stems gloss 

'kill' a - ggad!ll-
'break' a - ssab!lr-
'reach' a- ddarlis-

'caused kill one another or participated in killing' 
'caused break one another or participated in breaking' 
'participated in walking someone reach a place' 

As is observable, the initial radicals of the roots are geminated in the adjutative 
forms, as predicted. But such forms do not show the adverbial function of 
manner like those we have seen before which geminate their ultimate or penult 
radicals and which are hence distinguished from forms with initial geminates, 
like those above, for example. 

However, forms like la -ggadal-I, with initial geminates, are ambiguous between 
the adjutative and the reciprocal causative readings, as the glosses may indicate. 
In order to account for the latter reading, one needs to show the causative I a-I 
and the reciprocal (a variety of the passive reflexive) I-t(a)-I in the derivations of 
the stems. When these prefixes are attached to bound stems like I-gaddal-I, for 
example, an assimilatory process takes place betweenlhe reciprocal morpheme 
I-t-I of I tit-I and the initial radical of the stem, since this is the context for the 

.. assimilatory rule to apply. In other words, the addaragi (reciprocal causative) 
form is derived from the concatenation of la-t-gaddal-I in which the reciprocal 
It-I assimilates to the initial radicallgl of the stem to produce the form [aggadal
] 'caused kill one another', thus, giving a recipro~al causative reading. Note that 
the form l-gaddW, which is the stem for :the reciprocal causative is different 
from the perfective stem Igaddal-I in the quality of the first vowel. This shows 
that the reciprocal and the simple passive stems are derived from the same root 
Ig-d-ll but with different vowel types which lead to their formal differences. 
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The argument that initial radicals do also geminate relates to what are called 
addararagi stems, a variety of reciprocal terns, in which the same morphemes 
la-I and I-t-I occur preceding the iterative bound stem I-dararrag-I, itself derived 
from the simple root Id-r-g/ by reduplicating the penult radical Ir/. The 
difference between this form and its addaragi counterpart is in the number of 
participants invelved in the reciprocal action . In general, the addaragi involves 
two participants whereas the addararagi may require more than two. This is 
evident from structures like the following: 

I . (a) Kasa +nna Ayyalii tit - gaddal - u6 

K. and A. rcp-insult-pf - 3pl 
'K. and A. killed one another' 

(b) set-occ-u ta-gadaddiil - u 
woman-pl-def rcp-insult-pf - 3pl 
'The women (more than two) killed one another other' 

The causative of l(a) is (2) below in which the I-t-I again assimilates to the stem 
initial radical as stated earlier. 

2. Aster Kasa-n +nna Ayyiilii-n a - t- gaddal-acc-accaw [aggaddalaccaccaw] 
A. K. -acc and A. -acc cs-rcp-kill-pf -3fs -3pl 
'Aster caused/made K. and A. kill one another' 

Unlike forms of reciprocal causative readings, whose derivation involves 
affixation, the derivation of adjutative stems requires the gemination of the 

~ote the following abbreviations: ace = accusative: r~p = reciprocal ; ps = passive; rf = 
reflexive; cs = causative; def = definiteness: pi = plural; adju -= adjutative; 0 = object; pf = 
perfect; e.a == each other; 5.0 . = some one. s.t. = somt!thing; o.a.= one another. 
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initial radiCal of a root. This is instantiated by the following structure in which 
Kasa is a participatory, Le, an adjutative, and not a causer, subject. 

3. Kasa AyllUi-n anbltsa a - ggadlU -li - w 
K. A. -acc lion adju - kill-pf-3mss - 3mso 

'K. helped A. kill a lion' 

The sense of such structures is not exactly like that indicated in the gloss in 
which one may .get the wrong impression that Kasa may only have helped 
Ayllll, in some way, without himself necessarily involved in the actual killing 
of a lion. On the contrary, the meaning of the structure is one in which Kasa is a 
participatory subject. It is the derivation of adjutative stems such as these, 
which requires the gemination, alias extension, of initial radicals, just as in 
those of the intensives and the attenuatives we have already seen. 

Other forms that also show initial gemination are manner nominals, traditionally 
known as sabi-zlr (M1irst?e-Hazlin, 1948). The term Isabil'extending' is itself 
instructive of the process of extension of the lzarl (fadical) involved in the 
derivation of such stems. Unlike in the derivation of adjutative stems, where 
there is gemination only, in these, there is both gemination of the initial radical 
and reduplication of the penult radical of the root, the latter showing the 
iterative nature of the action or event. Consider the following examples: 

Roots 
I-b-s
m-t'-?
b-l-?-

perfective stems nominal stems manner forms gloss 
l!ibabblis- -ll!ibablis a-ll!ibablis 'manner of dressing up' 
m!it'at' - -mrn!it'at' a-mrn!it'at' 'manner of coming' 
b!i.1al- -bb!ilal a-bb!ilal 'manner of eating' 

Note that the nominal sterns are bound and hence need the support of the 
vocalic element la-I. This vowel is different from the causative prefix la-I shown 
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earlier on, with which it is homophonous. This la-I is a nominalizer in the forms 
in question, and an active verb formative in verb stems like the following: 

Roots perfective stems nominals gloss 
l-k'-s- -lllk'k'lls- a- IlIk'k'lls- 'cried' I!!k's-o 'mourning' 
g-n-y -gMfi!!- a-gMfi!!- 'found' gtM-tt 'finding' 

f-k'-r- -fllk'k'!!r- a-fllk'k'!!r - 'loved' ftk'tr 'love' 

n-w-r- -n!!ww!!r- a-n!!ww!!r- 'cheated' n!!w(t)r 'un orderly' 

The bound verbal stems are also input for the derivation of middle and 
reflexives which also involve the use of the prefix lUi-I, referred to earlier on. 
Hence, corresponding to la-llik'k'lis-I 'cried' there is the imper onal passive Ita
lak'k'lis-I 'be mourned' derived from the same bound stem I-Iak'k'as-I witl1 the 
prefix 1m-I attached. Note that the nominal counterpart is derived by simply 
suffixing 1-01 to the stem Ilak's-I . 

Gojng back to the manner forms, it is possible to argue that these are also 
derived from the same type of bound stems formed with a geminated initial 
radical, and a formative prefix la-I. The argument is not implausible given that 
gemination has the grammatical functions of showing aspect (perfective), and 
manner- intensity or attenuativity, and adjutativity. Given this, it is not 
impossible to assume that the same process has also the same manner function 
in derived nominals ofth'e type known as sabi-zar. 

It is such forms of manner and adjutative expressions, which are often confused, 
with those of reciprocal causatives. As we have seen earlier, the derivation of 
the reciprocal causative involves the concatenations of the causative prefix la-I 
and the reciprocal morpheme I-t-I, a relationship in which the latter fully 
assimilates to the root initial radical, hence giving the semblance of a geminated 
initial radical. 
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The argument that adjutative and manner tems like laggadlil-I and laggadadlil-I, 
respectively. are derived from root that geminate the initial radical geb, support 
from facts of intransitive stem like the following, which also form their 
adjutative and manner stems in the same way. 

Roots 
m-t'-?
w-t'-? 

adjutatives 
a-mmat'- 'help bring s.t' 
a-wwat'- 'help move out' 

manner nomina Is 
a-mm:lt'at'- 'manner of coming' 
a-ww:lt'at'- 'manner of moving out' 

It is not possible to argue here that the gemination of the initial radical is a result 
of the assimilatory process between the reciprocal It-I and the root initial 
consonant simply because there is no reciprocity with such verb, and hence, 
no It-I. This means that adjutatives are derivative of either transitive or 
intransitive bases whereas reciprocals are of transitive bases only. This lends 
support to the claim that the two types of stems are characteristically different in 
their derivational properties. 

Because of differences in their derivational processes, the two categori'es also 
vary in the type of arguments they select in the syntax. Whereas adjutatives take 
singular or plural NP's as internal arguments, which are non-co-referential with 
the external argument, reciprocals take only plural NP's, which are co
referential with the external argument. Compare th; following examples: 

4. (a) Kasa Itg-occ - u -n anb:tsa a-ggadal - :I -acc:lw 
K. boy-pl-def-acc lion adju- kill-pf-3mss-3pl 

'K. helped the boys kill a lion' 

(b) Kasa Itg-oCc-u-n trs-b:l-+rs-acc:lw a-t-gad:ll-:l- acc:lw [aggad:llacC:iw] 
K. boy-pl-def-acc self-by-self-3pl cs-rcp-kill-pf-3mss-3plo 

'K. caused the boys kill one another' 
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One fmal piece of evidence for the gen:tination argument comes from forms that 
drop their initial radicals. Such forms cannot derive their adjutative stems 
through gemination; hence, they reduplicate their penult radicals in lieu of 
gemination, and result in forms, which are also itertive. Observe the following: 

Roots Perfective stems adjutative stems 
h-r-s- hiirras- [arras-] as-t-ararras-
h-r-m- hlirram- [arram-] as-t-ararram-
?- ~-d- ?accad- [accad-] as-t-acaccad-
?-k'-f- ?ak'k'af- [ak'k'af-] as-t-lik'ak'k'af-

The I-t-I preceding the stems is not the passive marker It-I for the simple reason 
that the forms are not passive; in fact, they are active. The sound is the same one 
known in the phonology of the language to appear as a placeholder for a 
missing initial or final radical of a root. In the latter case, it appears in intensive 
forms like [bflltn] < /b-I-?-I 'eat', or in the gerundive counterpart Imabla-!{ 
'eating! to eat'. 

And in contexts such as those above where the missing radical is intial, the 
prefix is also las-I, and not /a-I; the latter is found in regular. ( ic forms with no 
missing radicals) adjutatives as shown earlier on . The two affixc<; arc thus in 
complementary distribution 7• 

In cases where the penult radical is missing. the initial radical geminates for 
the adjutative, and also reduplicates for the iterative function. Thus. forms like 
the following have adjutative-iterative readiogs. 

'Thi. allomorphic variation doe~ not extend to the cllu~lItive functions of la-I and las-I. In the 
fonns in question, Iheir function i~ III derive Ir8n~ilive. alias simple. cBusative sIems only. 
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Root 
s-?-b
m-h-I
w-?-I-

perfective adjutative stems 
a-ssasab
a-mmamal
a-wwawal-

gloss 
'help someone pull something' 
'help someone make a vow' 
'help someone spend a day' 

A question that follows from this relates to what happens in forms with 
missing initial and penult radicals? Given the observations made so far, one 
would expect the sound It! to appear in the position of the missing initial 
radical, and the ultimate radical to reduplicate in lieu of the missing penult 
radical and form iterative stems. To this stem is also attached the prefix las-I to 
derive th~ full form. This prediction is borne out by the only example given 
below: 

Root stem adjutative (perfective) gloss 

r-?-y- ayayy- as-t- ayayy- 'help someone look for something'S 

As we can see both Irl and /?I of the root are missing in the stem. The ultim~te 
radical undergoes reduplication to form the adjutative-iterative stem. 1 
plaCeholder It! appears in the position of the missing initial radical, and ~ 
prefix las-I is attached to the stem to form the adjutative-iterative form. '8 

From th6 facts presented so far, it is possible to maintain the argument t 
adjutative and manner stems geminate their initial radical whenever there 
one, and reduplicate the (pen)ult whenever there is none. The process is one 

. extension of the radical of the basic roots involved. 

lIn my dialect (Wallo) the meaning of this verh is UISll udjututive-itcrutivc: and not neeessa 
reciprocal, the meaning that seems til he overriding in stllndllrd Amhuric. 
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(b) Reduplication 

In this subsection, I shall consider two types of reduplications, total and partial. 
The former shows iterative actions of attenuative or intensive manner of which 
the following are examples: 

Roots attenuatives intensives9 attenuatives iterative 
s-b-r- 'break' sllblirr- stbbtrr- sllblirr-sllblirr stbbtrr-stbt>trr-
k'-m-s- 'taste' k'lImllss- k'tmmtss- k'lImllss-k'lImliss k'tm+ss k'tmmtss-
k-f-t- 'open' klIflUt- ktffitt- kllflitt-kllflitt ktffitt-ktffitt-

The two types of iteratives are formed by total reduplications of the 
corresponding attenuative and intensive stems. Such stems combine with the 
auxiliary verb /al-/ 'lit. 'say' or /adarrag-/ 'madf!' to form compound predicates 
of the type shown in the following examples: 

4. (a) 

(b) 

kasa mastawot - u - n stbbtrr-stbbtrr adlirrag - a - w 
K. mirror - def - acc break-br~ak do-pf -3mss-3mso 

'K. broke the mirror into pieces' 
miistawot-u sibbirr-stbbtrr aI-a 
glass-def break-break say-pf-3mss 
'The glass broke into pieces' 

Note that the attenuative and intensive stems themselves are derivatives of the 
root, which has undergone gemination of the ultimate, or penult or both radicals 
as discussed in the preceding section. 

9See Taddese (1980) for a syntactic derivation of such forms in line with the tradition of 
Generative Semantics. 
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In partial reduplications, one can consider three degn;es. I he first is where a 
root reduplicates only its penult radical to show iterative actions as in the 
following examples. 

Roots 
s-b-r
k'-m-s
s-d-b-

extended roots 
s-b-b-r
k'-m-m-s
s-d-d-b-

iterative perfective stems 
s!ibabb!ir-
k'!imamm!is-
slidadd!ib-

gloss 
'broke repeatedly' 
'taste repcatedly/I ightly' 
'insult repeatcdly/lightly' 

The second degree of reduplication is where both the ultimate and the penult 
radicals of a root are reduplicated, and the penult one is also geminated, all to 
show intensity of actions as in the following: 

Roots extended roots iterative-intensives gloss 
5-b-r- s-b-r-b-r- stbtrbtrr 'break into pieces completely' 
c'-r-s- c'-r-s-r-s- c'trtsrtss 'finish completely' 
f-r-s- f-r-5-r-s- ftrtsrtss 'demolish completely' 

Like the intensive stems we have considered earlier, these' also combine with 
the ,· auxiliary verb /al-/ 'lit.said' or /adiirriig-/ 'made' to form compounds. 
Examples of structures with such verbs include the following: 

5. (a) Kasa btrc'fk'k'o-w-n sfbtrbtrr- adiirrag - ii - w 
K. glass-def-acc break- do-pf -3mss-3mso 

'K. broke (smashed) the glass into pieces' 

(b) btrc'fk'k'o-w sfbtrbtrr - al- ii 
glass-def break-say-pf-1mss 
'The glass broke into pieces' 
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The third degree is an extension of the second in which the radicals continue 
duplicating themselves indefinitely, to perhaps, until the speaker feels he has 
expressed the action to his own emotional satisfaction. The following are 
examples. 

Roots 
s-b-r
f-r-s-

extended roots 
s-b-r-b-r-b-r-b-r-.. . 
f-r-s-r-s-r-s-r-s- .. . 

iterative-intensives 
stbtrbtrbtrbtrr .. . 
ftrtsrtsrtsrtss .. . 

gloss 
'break into pieces and pieces' 
'demolish into rubbles' 

To show this level of intensity, 5(a) above would have the form in (6) below: 

6. Kasa btrc'tk'o - w - n stbtrbtrbtrbtrr... adarrag - a - w 
K. glass -clef-acc break,break,break do-pf-3mss-3mso 

'K. broke the glass into pieces and pieces, and pieces, .. .' 

The second and third levels of reduplication do not, in fact cannot, show verbal 
features such as tense and aspect or nominal agreements such as for number and 
gender. These come from the forms /al-/ 'said' or / adarraga -/'madel' which also 
render the categorial membership of the whole compound as verb. The function 
of the reduplication is again one of manner of action. In effect, reduplication has 
the same adverbial function as the gemination considered in the preceding 
section. 

So far, we ha\e considered gemination and/or reduplication of radicals of tri
radical roots as expressions of verbal features such as aspect (perfective) and 
adverbial features such as' manner (intensity, iterativity, and attenuativity). In 
what follows, we shall consider the derivations of three types of quadri-radical 

10See Rose (1998) for similar facts in other Ethiosemitic languages, 
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stems, two of which involve internal extensions of the . type considered so far, 
and the last one involving external means. 

The first type consists of quadri-radicals of which the ultimate consonant is a 
reduplicate (copy) of the penUlt rad ical. Examples include the followinp, stems 
of durative actions: 

Roots extended roots 
b-r-g- b-r-g-g 
b-l-t'- b-l-t'-t' 
f-r-t'
k'-r-d
z-g-r-

-r-t'-t'-
k'-r-d-d
z-g-r-r-

durative stems 
bltrllggllg
blllllt't'llt'-
flU'llt't'llt' 
k'ltr!1ddlld
z!1gllrrllr -

gloss 
'get startled' 
'opened one's eye wide' 
'ran away exceedingly' 
'cut into smaller parts' 
'knocked out someone unconscious' 

As can be observed, the process takes the basic root as input and copies the 
ultimate radical to fonn the extended root which gets vocalised with the 
aspectual vowell aJ to fonn its durative perfective stem. The I!'eaning of such 
verbs is that the action takes some time to culminate. 

The second type looks like a process of total reduplication of what appears to be 
bi-radical roots. 

Roots extended roots duratlve stems Gloss 
w-r- w-r-w-r wllrllwwltr- 'threw away' 
m-r- m-r-m-r mltrllmmllr- 'ilivestigated' 
d-r- d-r-d-r d!1rllddllr- 'put in lines' 

·The semantic effect of the extension is ~he same as those in the first type in that 
it shows durativity or iterativity of the actions designated by the roots. 

However, the representation of the root as bi-radical goes contrary to the claim 
made earlier on that all lexical verbs in the language are tri-radical in their 
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representations. In order to ' maintain that claim, I make the following 
restrictions on the representation of root consonants. 

Only any two of the three radicals of a root can be identical. 

This constraint limits the representation of all basic roots of the language to the 
following four possible types: 

(i) 1-2-3 s-b-r-
(ii) 1-1-2 = s-s-t-
(iii) 1-2-2 :::;:: I-k'-k'-
(iv) 1-2-1 w-r-w-

Forms like w-r-w-r in the above paradigm are derivatives of type (iv) with the 
penult radical reduplicating to show durativity. Hence the following: 

Roots extended roots durative stems gloss 
w-r-w- w-r-w-r- wiiriiwwar- 'threw·away' 
m-r-m- m-r-m-r- miiriimmiir- 'investigated' 
d-r-d- d-r-d-r- diiriiddiir - 'put in lines' 

One piece of evidence in support of a tri-radical representation of durative 
stems comes from the derivation of iteratives, which are a type of duratives, as 
we have observed earlier on. In iteratives, there is a reduplication of both the 
ultimate and the penult radicals, whereas in duratives, there is only the ultimate 
radical reduplicated. The difference between the two forms is, hence, one of 
degree. 

Another piece of evidence comes from the semantics of such verbs. In this 
regard, one does not need to actually utter or hear the whole form in order to 
get the meaning, since the ultimate radical is at best a copy of the second. That 
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the speaker is referring to the form Iwarawwlir-I 'threw away' is sufficiently 
clear only from the form of the tri-radical Iw-r-w-I. This makes the ultimate 
radical extra-material as far as meaning is concerned. 

It is, however, not always the case that the last radical is a copy of the second 
since there are also forms like lk-r-k-rnI, along with Ik-r-k-r/. But the last radical 
in such forms seems to be a continuant, again lending support to the argument 
of predictability adduced to earlier on and also in the section below. Sucp 
degree of predictability is not apparent in any other tri-radical stems. FGf 
example, given a form like It'lib-I, one cannot tell what the last radical of i\, 
extension would be since the possibilities are many and varied. Forms likcj 
It'abbas-I 'roasted', I t'abbak'-I'watched', and It'abbab-I, 'become tight' It'abba 
fholy watered' are all possible candidates. Such is not the case with the forms ( 
the representation shown in type (iv) 

1.3.2.2 External Extensions 

(a) Quadriradical Roots 

The forms here include the third type of quadri-radical stems mentioned earlier 
Their derivations seem to involve no reduplic$ltion of the type (i) and (ii) 
observed in the preceding section. But they have some feature, which they share 
with reduplicatives in the sense that on'e of the four radicals is always 
predictable. For this we need to observe forms like the following: 

Roots 
k'-n-d-b 
g-n-f-I 
t-n-b-y
d-f-r-s
t'-w-I-g-

stems 
k'anaddab
ganaffal
tiinabbay
dafarras
t'awallag-

gloss 
'slit the eye brow' 
'spill over' 
'forecast' 
'became muddy' 
'withered' 
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b-r-g-d
m-n-g-I
w-n-g-I
s-n-b-t
~-n-k-r

~-n-k-f-

bliraggad
miiniigg~l

wan~ggiil

saniibbat
canakklir 
~ iinlliiif-

'open violently' 
'toppled down' 
'incriminated' 
'stayed for a while' 
'crucified or nailed' 
'tied loosely' 

A close examination of the list reveals that the second member (left to right) of 
all root radicals is one with the feature [+continuant]. Whereas other positions 
allow any kind of radicals, this particular position is sensitive to only those 
which have this feature. In other words, the second radical is· predictable and 
hence, need not be shown in the underlying representations of all such roots 1 I. 

II A reviewer pointed out that the feature [+continuant] covers 13 of the 27 (48%) consonant 
phonemes of the language and may hence generate forms that are not existent in current usage. 
He also contends that whereas epenthesis involves one vowel, the insertion of a consonant 
with the feature [+continuantJ in the second position of a tri-radical root extends to 13 
consonants. 

The statistics rnay serve a good purpose in other areas, but surely not here. The claim here is 
that the second consonant in quadri-radical roots has the feature [+continuant] and is hence 
predictable. This feature rnay be shared by as many as 13 or even more consonants, and also 
vowels, just as the feature [+consonantalJ is shared by the entire consonant phonemes of a 
language. That is why the system accounts for a variety of existing as well as non-existing but 
possible forms. Like any linguistic rule, it accounts for a good deal of the quadri-radical forms 
of the language with very few exceptions, which is natural given that no rule is foolproof. The 
exceptions serve as a point of departure for future research on th~ subject. In fact, from the list 
of ten forms which the reviewer considered exceptions. only two, IbIU'lIrrllk'-1 and Iflit'lIrr11k'-I, 
are genuine exceptions; the rest are consistent with the rule; it only requires a closer 
examination. 

"fhe reviewer also questioned as to why the /§/ of /a!k'abbllt'-/ d()cs n()t appear In the adjectival 
(sic) !k'lIbbat'/k'libat'/ and in the passive (sic) /yik'bllt-I and went un to SIIY thlll Ihe rule I~ 
'imprc:<:iK and incorrect'. First of all, forms like /k'lIbbat'-1 k'lIhnt'l nrc not od.lcctlvol nor nrc 
formt like /yik1>lft-/ passive. Secondly, the paper docs not claim that adjectival!! sh(lw 
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In vocalised non-verbal stems like the fo llowing, the position immediately 
following the first radical is one of epenthesis. 

Roots 
b-I-t' -
f-r-d-
w-r- s 

[-v [stems)) 
btlt 
ftrd 
wtrs 

gloss 
'clever' 
'verdict' 
'inheritance' 

From this, one may extend the notion of epenthesis to the representation and 
lor derivation of roots, and argue that in quadriradicals of the type under 
consideration, the second radical, which as stated above, is specified for the 
feature [+ continuant], has an epenthetic role, analogous to that of the vowel It 
I in stems like Ibtlt'I'clever', for example. This means that quadri-radicals are 
derived from tri-radical bases by inserting a segment with the feature [+ 
continuant], in the position immediately following the first radical of the tri
radical root. The process is, thus, one of extension of the basic tri-radical root 
with the insertion of a continuant radical as epenthesis. This means that 
quadri-radical roots like Iz-n-t'-I-I could be analysed as deriving from basic tri
radical ones <?f the type /z-t'-I-] with a consonantal continuant segment like In! 
or lsi or lSi etc. inserted in the position between the first (initial) and the 
second radicals of the base. This base form does not exist in the current usage 
of.the language although it is a well-formed root since it is consistent with the 
constraint forwarded above about root structures. 

extension of roots; on the contrary, it claims that they do not, and that is why they are 
distinguished from verbals as well as nominals like la!k'abbat!'/'Since these do extend roots. In 
light of such gross misconceptions of basic facts, the remark 'imprecise and incorrect rule' is 
uninformative at best and infelicitous at worst. For the sake of clarity of terms, forms like 
Iyik'bit-l are active (not passive) jussive stems, whereas those like 1k'lba~'1 are nominals; if 
this may help. 
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The in ertion l,f th~ ':l'lltiIlU<lnt radical doe not eem to ha e an) semantic (in 
terms of thcmati.: 1\,11::;) l1r syntactic (in term of argument structures) effect 
unli"e the g~ll1illatil1n and or reduplication of radicals considered ill the 
preceding se.:til1n, whi.:h do sho\\ such effects on deri ed form '. Thl: effect of 
the opcratil11l hcre seem ' ttl be phonological in the ensc that it leads to the 
formation l,f nl'\\ lexical itcms b) ext nding the ba ic form 12. 

Follo\\ ing the assumption made above and the arguments forwarded, one would 
deri e an) quadri-radical root from tri-radical base by inserting a segment with 
the feature [+continuant] in the position between the initial and the second 
[§~iE§It-: ill type (i), and following the ultimate radical in type (iv) roots. In both 
C}.IG· lG9t~L particular segment to be inserted should be different in its features 
qGLJIIG 9uJegments preceding and/or following it. For example, ~ tri-radical root 
1:.0 1·IOII.llJt would not allow the continuant I I, to be in erted in between the two 

. II1straint which is probably akin to the OCP (Obligatory Contour 
:s· :LPG 2!~n9' of Goldsmith (1976). It disallows representation of forms with 
-----::egments/features occurring in adjacent position , thu , excluding 

I*s-s-s-ti as ill formed,I3 while permitting others with non-adjacent 
! of lsi as in Is-r-s-tl, Is-m-s-tl, Is- I-s-ti etc., as well - formed. 

12 The situation seems to be parallel to English words like [pit] and [kill) becoming [spit) and 
[skill) respectively, with the addition of the sound [ ] and with the nell forms rendering meanings 
which are different from those of their base forms. The fact that the ound is also none other than 
[s), a continuant, makes the process even more predictable than it is in Amharic, since it limits the 
choice to not any continuant but to a subsct. \\ ith the featurc [+strident). The difTerencc between 
the two languages in this respect is that the English kill exists as an actual form, occurring in 
current usage whereas, the Amharic It-t'-lIls on I) a potential one. 

1l0CP is more stringent since it allo\\s no n:pn:sentation of'segments \\ ith Identical features in 
adjacent positions. In Amharic, the constraint is a bit relaxed since it allows t\\ 0 such 
segments. 
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(b)Quinquf.radicals 

Some of the fonns cited in the literature as examples of quinqui-radiclli roots 
include the following: (Leslau, 1995:455fT; see also Bender and Hailu, 1978). 

~k'adadd~m
~kM~kk~f-

<-§-k'-d-d-m
<- §-k-f-k-f-

~mW~n~mmW~n_ <_ §_mw_n_mw_n_ 

~~d~mm~d- <- §-m-d-m-d-
~flidJiffiid- <- §-f-d-f-d-
a~gwad~gWgWa~_ <_~_gw·d_gW_d_ 

~k'an~t't'~r- <-~-k'-n-t'-r-

'caused to race one another' 
'caused to be orderly' 
'caused to be pretty' 
'caused to be incapacitated' 
'cause to be sexy' 
'cause to be in abundance' 
'threw away violently' 

Following the argument forwarded above, one would treat all such fonns as 
deriving from tri-radical roots with internally or externally added radi~als. Of 
these, the last two employ only the external means of r09t extension, which 
inserts an additional radical immediately preceding the initial radical. The 
others employ the process of reduplication, which is internal, and the insertion 
of a segment, with the feature [+continuant], as stated earlier on. Thus, the 
derivations of the first and the last fonns are as follows: 

Roots 
IC-d-m
k-t'-r-

extensions 
Intern*1 external 
k'-d-d-m- - ~-k-d-d-m-
-k'-n~t'-r- • - ~-k'-n·t'-r-

perfective stems 
a-~k'~dadd~m

a-~k~Mt't'~r 

gloss 
'caused to race one another' 
'threw away violently' 

The first reduplicates the penult radical to derive the extended root /k'-d-d-m1, 
which serves as the base for the iterative stem /k'adaddam-I. This reduplicated 
root can further extend itself to ~-k-d-d-m1 by inserting IY, a continuant again. 
The resulting fonn is fonn I-~k'adaddam-I becomes the input for the reciprocal 
Ita -~k'adaddam-/'raced one another'. When the causative la-I is attached to 
this reciprocal stem, the I ta-I deletes because this is what it does if it cannot 
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a similate with the initial consonant /k'i of the basic root /k'-d-d-m!. The 
assimilation cannot take place because there is no adjacency between the 
radical and the affix It-I, the inserted sound I~I intervening between them. That 
this is so is evident from the assimilation of the same sound in the reciprocal 
causative form lak'k'iidaddiim! </a-tii-k'iidaddiim! 'caused to race one another' . 
The prefix Itii- I is attached to the iterative stem /k'adaddiim-I giving the torm I 
ta-k'adaddam-I 'raced one another'. When the causative prefix la-I is attached 
to this form, the It! of I ta-I assimilates to the initial radical of the stem, as 
expected, since the adjacency requirement is now satisfiedl4

.' 

One cannot argue here that, in forms like la-sk'adaddam-I, 1M is part of the 
causative affi,x, as assumed in the descriptive literature. The reasons for this 
are: (a) the causative in the language is la(s)-I as attested in all verbal stems 
other than quinqui-radicals (Appleyard 1972); (b) the sound lsI occurs in the 
reciprocaVreflexive form Ita-s-kadaddam-I, which would not have been the 
case had I s I been causative, since the two morphemes are mutually exclusive; 
and (c) the passive, and not the causative, is closer to the stem, which means 
that the expected derived form would be the anti-passives, las-t-stem! and not 
the anti-causative form Ita-as-sternl, since the latter option is not available for 
the language. In other words, the causative cannot, be input for the ,passive. 
Hence, the most plausible thing to do is maintain the argument of radical 
extension in which segments like I s I are introduced to form extended stems 
like I-sk'adaddam-I to which the causativeltransitive prefix la-I is attached to 
derive causativel transitive verbs. It is the insertion of such continuant 
segments like lSI, In! and (/~/) etc, which is thp cause for the consideration of 
forms like laS-I, Itas-I, lan-I, Itan-I as eXp<?nents of an expressive morpheme. 

1.4 In summing up, we have argued in this paper that the verbal roots of 
Amharic consist of only three radicals of which only any two could be 

14 The prefix Ita-I occurs only as It-I in the context of a preceding morpheme. 
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identical. uch roots are the input for the formation of various types of verbal 
and nominal stem. The proce s of derivation involves reduction, ad 
exten ion of one or two of the three radicals. The red,uction involves only a set 
of con onant traditionally known as laryngeals to which are, exceptionally 
included, though marginally, fbi and Ir/. The extension includes the insertion 
of new radicals, and the reduplication and lor gemination of existing. OQOC 

~ !U2S1110U 
The inserted radjcals are those with the feature [+continuant] and tfsbf!OU;I/A 
of in ertion i that of epenthetic or prothetic, the former in quadri-n oU/A 9 2S! 
the latter in quinqui-radicals. The process of reduplication, which al~f1()/J' 71.'3 

gemination, affects any of the three basic radicals. The ultimate ancflJq VJ2-\ OIJ 
radicals are extended to express adverbial notions of durativity,llOCS22S2 Ot 
intensity and allenuativity of actions. The initial radical is extendl 
adjwativity, in verbal and manner nominals. This is how thl 
expresses adverbial functions since it does not have lexical adverbs. 

We have also shown that external to the extension and reduction processes of 
roots are affixations. The affixes are the transitive/causative la-I and 13S-1 on 
the one hand, and the passive/reflexive Ita-Ion t,le other. There arc no other 
affixes in the derivation of verbal stems just as there are no radicals other than 
the three consonants in the representation of basic roots. What have been 
considered as expressive morphemes in earlier works, are concatcnations of 
the prefixes mentioned above and the radicals inserted preceding the initial 
radical of basic roots. 

I 

j 
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